SUPPORT
READING
OVER THE
SUMMER
MONTHS!

Find Just Right Books
for Your Child

“

I use Find a Book to

help parents find books at

the appropriate reading level and
books that they’re interested in. That

”

way, the kids are more likely to sit
down and read at home.
– North Carolina teacher

TEACHER RECOMMENDED

Promote Learning at Home

Lexile Find a Book is a free book search tool that matches your child’s reading ability and personal interests
with search results from more than 210,000 books for students of all ages.
®

Find a Book
Helps You
Identify...

Many ways to search books by reading level

Multiple ways for specific searches

Books for your child
by reading ability level,
personal interests and
more, including:
Books in Spanish

Search among popular interest categories with dozens of subcategories

Books with certain
text characteristics
Book types such as
graphic novels (GN) or
books for beginning
readers (BR)
Search for books in a series and award-winning books

hub.lexile.com/fab

Find a Book - More Than a Book Search Tool
Identify a book’s most challenging vocabulary words with definitions and more.

CREATE A PERSONAL BOOKSHELF

Favorite a book to add it to your personal bookshelf. Books 100L below to 50L above your child’s reported Lexile measure provide
an ideal level of challenge. But readers can enjoy books in a much wider range depending on their interests and motivation.

GET BOOKS

After selecting a book in Find
a Book, click on “Find on
Amazon” or “Find in Library”
to locate your book.
TOOL TIP!

SELECT BOOKS

The reading level of a book is only
one factor to consider when helping
your child select a book. Be sure
to consider your child’s interests,
motivation and maturity, the
book’s themes and ideas as well as
whether your child is reading for
learning or pleasure.

What Are Lexile Measures?

Lexile measures describe a student’s reading ability and are often reported on state testing results that might look like “900L”.
Lexile measures range from below 0L for beginning readers and texts to above 1600L for advanced readers and texts. You can
find your child’s Lexile measure in year-end state test reports as well as from other classroom tests and reading programs. Or, ask
your child’s teacher. It’s not necessary to know your child’s Lexile measure to use Find a Book.

Explore More at the Hub

Free reading and math tools at the Lexile® & Quantile® Hub, an online
platform, offer parents plenty of ways to promote learning at home.
Use the tools as a guest or register for Basic+ membership (to get all
the Find a Book features mentioned here).

Visit hub.lexile.com/fab
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